
Amplification Clearings  

      

 
Program and in what part of 
the blueprint is affected 

What it is Where it came from Attracts any spiritual pest 
issues? 

How to clear 
 
 

Lucifer stops 
Amplification, Matter 
 

Are a block in the blueprint 
that prevents the issue from 
incorporating the shift 

The Fallen Angel Lucifer put 
this program in the 
blueprint, I removed it in 
2014 from the main human 
blueprint so it clears quickly 
when addressed 

Mechanism 
Holographic inserts 

This takes a short amount of 
time generally to clear 
 

Bloodline  
Amplification 

Your bloodline is both 
related to the blood in your 
veins and your family 
heritage Think of it as the 
information your clan has 
passed down to you that 
they hold valuable 
 
 

Family ~ Clan 
Would come from those who 
held the power in the clan ie 
in a patriarchal family it 
would have come from male 
leaders or matriarchal, the 
dominant females  

Mechanism 
 

Quantum pump of the 
clearings this is a longer one 
as it can be a large number 

Soul contracts 
Amplification 

These read as having been 
made with satan..satan 
being not a being but energy 
like in astrology Saturn, 
which is disruptive and 
challenging 

Can go back up to 6 lifetimes 
and are your actually 
challenges 

Embedding 
Implants  
Holographic inserts 

Quantum Pump 

Demonic Curses 
Amplification  
Matter 

A demonic curse is a curse 
that has a demonic ~ mean 
or evil quality to it 
To be a curse implies to 
come from another…one 
outside yourself 

Sourced from demons, many 
people in bodies have 
demons running energy and 
thought forms through 
them, I have also seen 
hospitals and western 
medicine  

Wormholes 
Permeations 
Holographic inserts 

Quantum pump 
Also the side pump similar 
to what is used in a DNA 
clearing is useful 

Satanic Curses Similar to Soul contracts 
These read as having been 
made with satan being not a 
being but energy like in 
astrology Saturn, which is 
disruptive and challenging 

70% sourced from alien 
type 3 
30% from harmful humans 

Wormholes 
Permeations 
Portals 
Holographic inserts  

Quantum pump and 
doorknob can be useful on a 
particularly stubborn issue 



Amplification Clearings  

      

 
To be a curse implies to 
come from another…one 
outside yourself 

Evil Spirit Curses To be a curse implies to 
come from another…one 
outside yourself 

These are curses done by a 
live human. What some 
cultures call black magic this 
is where there is an actual 
spell cast, perhaps a feather 
and an eye of newt and a 
frog leg are used. Done 
intentionally to cause harm 

Seeds 
Wormholes 
implants 
 

Quantum pump and 
Quantum Chopping 

Cycles Something that is repeating, 
or on a loop like a behavior 
or pattern out of the norm 
when confronted with a 
specific circumstance or 
situation 

Source from self, past life 
and influencing spirits and 
people 

Permeation 
Holographic inserts 
 

Quantum chopping is the 
most effective 

Timelines  An event triggered from a 
previous trauma usually 
from a past life, needing 
completion or resolution 

This is originated by you, 
when undergoing trauma in 
current life, if you are able to 
go to the serenity and ease 
allowing it to dissipate, no 
new timeline event is 
created 

Implants 
Wormholes 
Holographic Implants 

Quantum pump 
And slide, side to side pump 
like DNA type of pump 

Karma Unresolved relationship 
issues from past lives 
coming round to resolve 
usually creating a challenge 
or disharmony 

Created by you and another Wormholes 
Permeations 
Holographic inserts 
 

Quantum Pump 
Or golden ring process 
 

     
 


